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There’s never been a cookbook like it. An incomparable variety of enticing recipes (more than
eight hundred) . . . Basic gardening information . . . Shopping tips for nongardeners . . . Cooking
inspirations for whatever you’ve plucked from the garden today or found fresh in the market . . .
Vegetables as accompaniments . . . Vegetables as main courses (including recipes that use
meat, fish, and poultry) . . . Vegetable soups, appetizers, salads, relishes . . . Even vegetable
breads, pies, cakes, cookies . . . And more, as demonstrated over the years on The Victory
Garden public television series.A whole world of vegetable delight.

Even if you're not a gardener, The Victory Garden Cookbook is a great book to have; if you are a
gardener, it's a treasure. The book grew out of a public television series called The Victory
Garden, which was essentially a how-to program aimed at home gardeners, with a recipe
segment thrown in. As the show's popularity grew, so did viewer demand for more recipes;
eventually, Victory Garden cook Marian Morash decided that a cookbook was in order, resulting
in The Victory Garden Cookbook. The book is a wonderful hybrid encyclopedia of information for
both gardeners who cook and cooks who like to garden; Morash's first goal was to so entice
readers with the pleasures of eating home-grown vegetables that they, too, would take up
gardening--or at least shop for the freshest ingredients instead of settling for canned or frozen
goods. The book, first published in 1982, has been a huge success ever since.Organized
alphabetically, The Victory Garden Cookbook includes all the vegetables Morash grows in her
own garden; in addition to information about planting, growing, and harvesting the fruits of your
labor, Morash gives advice about storing vegetables, converts yields into measurements (i.e., a
half-pound of small Brussels sprouts equals 28-30 sprouts, while a half-pound of medium
sprouts equals 12-14) and offers tips to gardenless cooks for finding the best produce. Whether
you're an avid gardener, a gardener wannabe, or simply a person who loves a good vegetable
dish, The Victory Garden Cookbook is guaranteed to become one of your best-loved and most-
used cookbooks.Review“Written with artistry and zest . . . absolutely crammed with intelligent
observations. Marian Morash has done a tremendous job . . . She has inspired ideas about
combining vegetables and insights about which flavors complement each other.” —James
Beard, New York Post“A large, handsome volume . . . It contains basic information for growing
almost any vegetable, but its real strength is in the imaginative, complete and explicit recipes for
their use.” —Mimi Sheraton, The New York TimesFrom the Inside FlapAn incomparable variety
of more than 800 enticing recipes, basic gardening information, shopping tips for nongardeners,
preserving and serving hints. Over 300 color photos and oversize format; a quarter million sold
to date!About the AuthorMarian Morash was “Chef Marian” for twenty-five years on television’s
longest-running weekly garden series, The Victory Garden, on PBS. She has been named to the



Food & Wine magazine Honor Roll of American Chefs, received Organic Gardening magazine’s
Food Comes First Award, and was named by Cook’s Magazine to the first Who’s Who of
Cooking in America.Read more
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ellie, “Great Service and Quality. I ordered from one of the online book sellers. The book I
ordered arrived within 3 days -- much sooner than expected. The condition was like never-used
-- even better than noted in the seller's description.  I'm very pleased!”

Jantucket, “Recipe and Reference Book-All in One. This book has marvelous recipes and
directions for cooking almost any vegetable that you can imagine! It can be difficult to find copies
of this classic cookbook, so I recommend snapping one up if you can get it. I’ve bought several
used copies in “good condition” and given them to friends and family.”

rideforwork, “A classic, and so necessary for the casual or serious gardener and cook!. I've had
this book for decades. I watched Marion Morash on The Victory Garden back in the 1970s. I
was so impressed by her easy, natural way of bringing in fresh picked glory from the garden, and
then elevating it to mealtime perfection. Then I found out Morash was sous chef for Julia Child
when Julia had her show for WBGH in Boston. Eye-popping resume, anyone?I wore out my first
copy, to the point where the cover was off and the pages fell away. I punched holes in the pages
and put them in a looseleaf spring notebook. Then when my daughter put in her first garden, I
bought a copy for her. When I manage to find another copy, I make sure I have a spare. I've
made many years of notes on so many pages, and picking it up and seeing the unpretentious
recipes with simple, pure flavors and beautiful photographs helps me plan my garden, my
pantry, and my meals. The pumpkin cookies alone are worth the price of the book. They're soft,
delicate, and delicious with tea.This is a classic, a foundation cookbook for anyone who gardens
and cares about pure, clear flavors and excellence in what appears at table. It's a tall book, so
put it next to Mastering the Art of French Cooking and your favorite Alice Waters.  It's a gem!”

Jan H. Kraal, “If you like vegetables, get this!. My sister has quite a few feet of cookbooks and
proclaimes that she does not want any more of them cluttering her shelves. I disregarded her
wishes and gave her a copy of the Victory Garden Cookbook anyway. She is thankful for that
because she now agrees that this is a "must-have".The book is soleley dedicated to vegetables
that can be grown in North America. There are 37 of them, each with it's own chapter. Each
chapter describes how to grow them, how to best prepare them and what to look for in the store.
For each vegetable there is also a section with very practical information such as yields (how
many servings you get out of a pound, for example), storage, hints (precautions, special uses,
substitutions and so forth), microwaving and finally what to do with leftovers. Of course it would
not be a cookbook if there weren't a collection of recipes for each vegetable. These are varied
and well tested, also often novel and original. Don't look for concoctions that require the
expertise of a chef or a day in the kitchen and forget about truffles, these did not grow in war
gardens anyway. However the not so common Jerusalem Artichoques and Salsify are
included.The Victory Garden Cook book is handsomely illustrated, here and there related to a



technique, at times with simple but mouthwatering presentations. The book is not particularly
cheap, but well worth the money. It is out of print, but you can still get it through Amazon.”

Blackdog7, “Best veggie cooking book ever.. Best veggie book ever. I like the organization
where each veggie gets its own chapter. Also it has some gardening info and discussion about
how to recognize a well grown and fresh vegetable in the store or market.The only issue is to
find a copy in good shape for a reasonable price.The one I got was listed as almost new, and it
was almost new. Very happy with the purchase. The price was high but I didn't want one that is
all beat up because it was a gift. This is a book that should be back in print if it is possible.The
old Victory Garden show with Roger Swain and Chef Marian was the best. The show went way
downhill after they left. It used to be all about growing your own food. Now it is kind of a
suburban gardening show in my opinion. Not sure if the show is even on any more.This book is
the best.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book. Well done and authored.. Great book, well done and
authored. I've been wanting it for years and it finally found it here on Amazon. Marian Morash
has an excellent cook, this book is about no-nonsense, common sense, approachable and
relatable cooking, with no boloney, her recipes, and cooking style are, intelligent, yet they're for
regular people who want fresh takes on everyday ideas, with sensible, common sense cooking,
she uses recipes involving everyday ingredients that you, or most regular people, tend to always
have in your cupboard or kitchen at the ready. Excellent, straight up, common sense cooking. It's
about time. I love it.”

Ysf, “The used Victory Garden Cookbooks were in PERFECT condition.. I was thrilled with The
2 Victory Garden Cookbooks.They were in PERFECT condition. I already have one it’s more
than 30 years old. I wanted to buy them for gifts, they are out of print so I bought them used. As
I said they are in Perfect condition.”

P. Geis, “The most frequently used cookbook in my kitchen bookcase.. Pros:1. Arranged in
alphabetical order, with all recipes for a particular vegetable grouped together.2. Allows
adventurous shopping. Buy whatever looks most beautiful and interesting in the produce section
-- or at the farmers market.3. Easily find and compare recipes for the veggie at hand.4. Choices
range from simple, unadorned, preparation to more complex recipes for each vegetable.5. Clear,
easy-to-follow recipes. This has been my first reference for fresh veggies since it was given to
me in 1985 -- and I can't remember a single failure.6. Newly relevant with the rising interest in
fresh and local vegetables.7. Great "basic" cookbook gift for both young and experienced cooks,
regardless of their food philosophy, diet, or allergies -- or the size of their cookbook
collection.Cons:1. Too tall to fit on the bookshelf with most cookbooks.2. Only available in
paperback. It's against my religion to buy cookbooks in paperback. A book that will be a reliable



friend for many years should be a quality hard-back edition. (Though I will have to admit that
after all these years, the book has never lost a page, and the color still looks true in the many
color photos.)”

Jane Ross, “REUNITED WITH AN OLD FRIEND. I had this book years ago and unfortunately
lost it = along with other recipe books - in a move so was delighted when I found it for sale on
this site. The seasonal recipes are particularly helpful and I haven't made one yet that wasn't
delicious.”

Gordon MacDonald, “Met expectations. Exactly as described and delivered promptly.”

The book by Marian Morash has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 271 people have provided feedback.
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